The Godmother

Elizabeth Ann Scarboroughâ€™sÂ GodmotherÂ puts a new twist in contemporary fantasy
with the assertion that fairy godmothers exist here and now, and they have magical power that
allows them to intervene in real-world problems. What if someone wished for a fairy
godmother would help the entire city of Seattle? An overworked, overstressed social worker
named Rose Samson does just that when she makes an idle wish on a mustard seed. Felicity
Fortune of Godmothers Anonymous shows up to help. Rose Samson is neither fashion model
beautiful nor a twit, and she happily joins forces with Felicity Fortune, a â€œGodmotherâ€•
who demonstrates that Grimmâ€™s fairy tales are still relevant in our humdrum modern
world. Fairy godmothers are on a magical budget, so every possible way they can get human
beings or animals to assist one another, they will try, rather than using up their magical means.
Felicity encounters many strangely familiar situations: a pretty stablehand named Cindy Ellis
is mistreated by her cruel stepsisters. A rock starâ€™s daughter, scared of the supermodel she
married, runs away from home and encounters seven Vietnam veterans at an encounter session
and retreat. One of them might be a big bad wolf, who knows?Â In all their encounters, Rose
and Felicity try to blend their magical aid with realistic human initiative and social
responsibility. Scarboroughâ€™s fully realized settings and the humor built into the mix of
magical solutions and grim reality make this work an entertaining and compelling read.
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The Godmother. Biography. The life story of former drug lord, Griselda Blanco, who was
known as The Godmother of Cocaine during the s. Colombian drug lord Griselda Blanco was
known as La Madrina ( The Godmother ) after she successfully pioneered a Miami-based
cocaine. The craziest stories about Cocaine Godmother Griselda Blanco prove that she may
have been the most larger-than-life drug lord to ever rule.
Called the â€œGodmother of Cocaine,â€• she was deported in to Colombia, where she
maintained a low profile. Colombia's national police.
Who Was Griselda Blanco, the Miami Drug Queen Profiled in Lifetime's Cocaine Godmother?
Jerry Iannelli January 20, am. Facebook. Twitter.
The Godmother: The True Story of the Hunt for the Most Bloodthirsty Female Criminal in
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Madre Pascalina, a Feminine Tour de Force - Kindle edition by Charles T. Murr, Enrique J.
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